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SYNOPSIS



Nothing and no-one can contain Dennis – nothing is too high or too big to conquer – the more 
extreme the adventure, the louder the rock track, the more epic the skateboard trick, the more 
Dennis wants to take the lead. Dennis is inseparable from Gnasher, a stray dog adopted by 
Dennis and now his faithful sidekick – Gnasher is an extremely rare Abyssinian Wire-Haired 
Tripe-Hound, with the strongest jaws in the history of canine-kind and a razor sharp wit to 
match. 

In their latest TV adventures they are joined by their irrepressible, adventurous friends Rubi, JJ, 
Pieface and his pet potato, Paul. Together they ramp up the energy, cook up crazy plans, get in 
all sorts of scrapes and take on every challenge, no matter how big. 

Dennis is passionate and moral. He stands up for the little guy and will overcome any obstacle 
to make things right in his eyes – though the world doesn’t always agree! The boooring grown-
up world is his nemesis - with all its tedious rules, power-hunger and sinister plans to shut down 
his adventure. No-one embodies this world more than his arch enemy and classmate Walter 
- the boy who would be teacher, headmaster, global leader and in Dennis’s eyes, the all-round 
Emperor of Dullsville. He wants to fill the world with his soulless, selfish rules, starting by 
stopping Dennis in his tracks.

and a fearless attitude.extraordinary imagination, awesome skillsTen-year-old Dennis is a kid with an



Dennis and Gnasher do first, think later, which constantly gets them into trouble. They act on instinct, love the thrill of 
the chase, push themselves to the limits and get “stuck in” with their friends. Dennis’ epic fearlessness and Gnasher’s 
crazy indestructability make for a fierce and funny friendship. Every kid either wants to be them, or be part of their gang. 

Dennis and Gnasher Unleashed invites our audience to experience and explore the world through the exciting adventures 
of Dennis and his pals. In this world kids are empowered and fight for their unique kid-centred world view - they are 
independent, they are in control, and they are free! And they stick up for each other through thick and thin, with Dennis 
at the helm.

It is a larger than life world full of imagination, comedy and action-packed adventure. 

There are many adversaries to kid freedom in Beanotown and even though Dennis depends on 
the expertise of his friends, when it seems as if all is lost, it is Dennis who rises up and saves 
the day!



We are bringing a truly 
filmic feel to Dennis and 
Gnasher Unleashed. It is 
a high-quality CGI series 
rooted in real world film 
techniques. Using
sophisticated directional lighting, 
real world cameras and filmic lenses, 
we have created a rich and atmospheric 
world. 

STYLE



CHARACTERS



Archetype: THE HERO
Motto: This is going to be BLAMTASTIC!
Desires: To stand up to injustice and to have
an awesome time, all the time
Power: Absolutely fearless.
Talents: X-sport supremo, peerless marksman, rock-god, sublimely quick and agile, lateral thinking, fiercely loyal 
and a born leader
Fears: Nothing except boredom and conformity
Physical Appearance: Athletic, skater kid
Mode of Transport: Skateboard...well anything with wheels actually!
Trick Move: 720 Gazelle Flip
Weapon of Choice: Screwtop Carbon Fibre P-Blaster 4000 with under barrel Mega Splash launcher 
Band position: Lead singer/guitar

Dennis



who fears nothing.
a 10 year old boyDennis is our hero,

Dennis’s world view is simple - seize the moment, go with your 
gut, and stand by your friends. Dennis has an insatiable energy 
and is always on the move. He is rarely seen without his treasured 
skateboard – doing fliptricks, slides and grinds. Dennis lives in the 
moment and has a full on imagination, when an idea strikes he acts 
on it. He is rapid, super agile and never misses his mark. Taking 
part in school sport is too conformist for Dennis. The whole of 
Beanotown is his pitch of choice, using his sublime xsport skills 
on every corner, from skateboarding to BMXing, there is nothing 
Dennis can’t put his hand to.

Like any normal 10 year old boy, Dennis has his flaws and he makes 
mistakes. But he likes to fail upwards and his mistakes only make 
him more determined to succeed. He dances to the beat of his 
own drum and is very much the leader amongst his pals. Most 
importantly, Dennis is a very loyal friend and is inseparable from his 



Archetype: THE SIDEKICK
Motto: Let me at em!
Desire: Sausages and being loyal to his best friend
Fears:  Something bad happening to the “pack”
Talent: Indestructible, unstoppable force of nature, 
can break the fourth wall and anything in his way!
Physicality: Tough, wild, unkempt
Voice breaking fourth wall: Human, sense of dog 
Mode of transport: his legs! But he has been known to 
both skateboard and fly in a drone!
Band: Percussion

Gnasher



The perfect dog for such an anarchic boy, this extremely rare Abyssinian 
Tripe Hound has concrete smashing teeth and a barbed-wire strong coat.  
Brave and loyal, he will always be there for his best human friend no 
matter what. Living with Gnasher isn’t always easy, this mischievous 
and impulsive dog regularly gnashes without thinking and his obsession 
with sausages and chasing the mailman can quickly lead to mayhem.

Dennis and Gnasher
have an unspoken,

unbreakable bond.

Gnasher isn’t a talking dog but on occasion 
he will turn to the audience, breaking the 
fourth wall, to make a witty observation 
on a situation or draw attention to 
something daft. Gnasher also has some 
rather talented stand-up-comedian-fleas 
and we regularly zoom into his fur to hear 
them crack a perfectly timed gag.



Archetype: THE DREAMER
Motto: Go with the flow
Desire: Pies, Paul the potato, peace & quiet
Fear: Tarts, quiches…! 
Talent: Defuses every situation with daftness and 
moments of sheer brilliance, carefree
Physical Appearance: Slightly bigger & shorter than Dennis. 
Serene, placid
Mode of transport: Scooter                            
Band position: Base guitarist 

Pieface



He’s generally up for anything Dennis suggests 
and likes nothing better than a good scheme.  He 
rarely sees the downsides and he likes pies.                                                                                                                  
Pieface isn’t stupid but anything other than pies is 
unlikely to get his full attention.  The only thing Pieface 
cares about more than pies is Paul, his pet potato and this 
can make him seem a little detached, innocent and in his 
own little pie and potato filled world. 

Pieface (real name Norman Smith)

is one of Dennis’ best friends
and also super-keen on pies,

hence the nickname.



Archetype: THE MAGICIAN
Motto: I have the answer, please don’t touch that!
Desire: Order, problem solving, creating new tech
Fears: Dennis touching anything, inefficiency, fear 
of missing out
Talent: Her brain - can solve anything. She’s our Q 
(Bond). Wheelchair wheelies
Physical Appearance: wheelchair (physically disabled 
from the waist down)
Mode of Transport: Wheelchair 
Band: Keyboard/synth       

Rubidium Von Screwtop 

aka Rubi



An essential part of Dennis’ gang, Rubi is often the one 
racing ahead on an adventure. Never without her tablet, 
Rubi is the problem solver of the gang. She doesn’t stand 
for any nonsense – lacking working legs doesn’t hold her 
back so she isn’t exactly overflowing in the sympathy 
department when others are complaining.  A sharp wit, 
she’s generally happier surrounded by concrete and sharp 
edges than nature but nothing will hold her back. 

Rubi Von Screwtop,

inherited much of her father’s skills

becoming a massive technowhizz.

   is the daughter of Beanotown’s

top research scientist and has



Jemima Jones
aka JJ

Archetype: THE EXPLORER
Motto: Give it your all
Desire: To be part of the gang, to be noticed, 
to be significant, to push herself forward
Fears: Losing, letting her friends down
Characteristics: Competitive, charismatic, 
strong willed, defensive
Physical Appearance – Striking, Trendy, Sporty, 
tall, all-rounder
Mode of Transport: BMX    

Band position: Drums



The youngest of a large family of seven, she is the only girl 
with four annoying brothers. She’s spent her whole life fighting 
to be heard and for a position at the dinner table. She takes no 
nonsense from anyone and will not hesitate to put you in your 
place. She has swagger, confidence and is full of “street smarts”. 
She is athletic, striking and looks older than her age would 
suggest and is generally suspicious of outsiders until they prove 
otherwise.

She’s not as happy go lucky as Dennis, as daft as Pieface or 
as smart as Rubi. But she’s fast, strong and a great match for 
Dennis. She admires Dennis even though he has all the annoying 
traits of her brothers, but ramped up to 10. However, unlike her 
brothers, Dennis exhibits great empathy and enthusiasm for JJ… 
something she doesn’t get at home.

JJ is the most 

fearsome foe or the best friend 

you could possibly find. 



Archetype: THE RULER
Motto: It’s mine. All about me. Do you know who I am? 
Desire: To win at all costs, control, power, to see 
enemies fail 
Fears: Dad, humiliation, losing, lack of approval
Talent: Manipulation, money, power, cunning
Physical Appearance: Preppy, smart, pinched and 
privileged
Musical instrument: Golden recorder      

Walter



entitlement. Pompous and vain, the absolute 
worst thing about Walter is his rejection of 
everything kid.  He is always desperate for 
validation from adults, can’t wait to grow up 

Dennis’
enemy number one,

Walter is a control-freak and perfectionist.

His father, Wilbur, is the town mayor and rolling in 
cash, which has led to an over developed sense of 

and already sees himself as superior to other kids. 
Walter’s domineering exterior hides a huge cowardly 
streak.  Manipulative, scheming and cunning, he 
wouldn’t think twice about double-crossing a friend. 
Walter works hard at being top of the class (his 
secret home tutor helps with that) and has a 
passion for entomology.  He’s nearly always 
accompanied by his sidekick Bertie.



Bertie
Bertie is Walter’s rather dimwitted, long-suffering, loyal sidekick. 
Think Crabbe or Doyle to Walters’ Malfoy. Similar in outlook to 
Walter but way more timid, he will be first to dash for cover if 
the odds become stacked against him. He is scared of Dennis and 
would rather avoid him than confront him like Walter, of whom 
he is just as scared of. Bertie always ends up helping Walter in 
his various failed attempts at imposing the adult world on Dennis’ 
adventures. He likes his food, really likes his food, and has a well 
turned out, but slightly disheveled, look about him. 

Wilbur
Wilbur is Walter’s Dad. Although he is a big presence in Beanotown he is never seen (like 
the school principal). This allows Walter to step into the leading villain role, rather than 
being shadowed by his Dad. Wilbur has greased and manipulated his way to the position 
of Beanotown mayor.  Even more unpleasant than his son (if that’s possible,) Wilbur is a 
ruthless, greedy, chauvinist.  Vain and snobbish he delights in hunting: his study wall is 
bedecked in the mounted heads of his various kills. 



Grizzly Griller
Grizzly Griller is Beanotown’s own action-adventure TV star and 
Dennis’ ultimate hero! He is our resident celebrity and will often 
be found opening town events and judging Beanotown competitions. 

Empress Miasma
Empress Miasma High Ruler of the nicest moon of Incredulus 4 came to Earth to spearhead an invasion. 

However, she made a mistake thinking Earthlings were the same size as her but in fact they were just very far away. When she arrived in 
Beanotown she was promptly swallowed by Gnasher. She has been stuck inside Gnasher ever since trying to fend of Gnasher’s
antibodies. 



Gran
Dennis’ gran is a leather-clad, motorcycle riding, pig-keeping rebel.  She’s wise and 
non judgemental – a mentor to her grandson.  

Never conventional, always surprising, Gran has spent the last 
three Movembers trying to grow a moustache.  Gran has a pet pig called 
Rasher who is an exceptionally intelligent and exceptionally muddy pet pig.  

Gran has been through childhood and adulthood and then come out the other side. She 
knows that thinking kid should carry on throughout life and will do whatever it takes 
to stop the powers that be in Beanotown from stifling that. 
Gran gets around town on her Harley 
Davison motorbike

Mrs Creecher
Edna Creecher, only ever known as Mrs Creecher, has 
been a teacher at Bash Street School almost as long as 
Ralph has been Janitor. Mrs Creecher is the teacher for 
class 3C where she teaches Dennis, Walter and the rest 
of our gang of misfits. 

She is slightly weary having taught for so long and can 
often be found needing to spend time looking 
for a paperclip in the store cupboard. Mrs 
Creecher is extremely shortsighted and a 
little hard of hearing. She often completely 
fails to notice the rebellion of Dennis and
 his mates, much to the outrage of Walter. 
When she does spot a misdemeanor she has a 
firm hand that even Dennis is reluctant to cross.

Mrs Creecher knows the School Rule book by 
heart and easily dispenses detentions for 
every misdemeanor – usually to Walter as he 
tries to get Dennis and his pals into 
trouble. 



The School Principal
The principal is never actually seen – only his voice 
is heard from behind his imposing office door.  
What is witnessed are the effects of his 
punishment when wayward pupils emerge 
from his office, eyes wide and knees shaking. 

Professor Von 
Screwtop
Professor Von Screwtop is the loving single 
father to Rubidium (Rubi) and runs Beanotown’s 
(not very) Top Secret Research Facility. 

He has a terribly memory for names, usually referring to people by their appearance 
and is very fond of his pet hamsters. Professor Von Screwtop’s lab is where most things 
become possible. A place full of crazy inventions taking science to the max and beyond. The 
Professor is an amped up Emmet Brown from Back to the Future. 



Ralf
Ralf is the Bash Street School Janitor. He has been at Bash Street School as long as 
anyone can remember and is always making himself not very busy. 

Called upon, Ralph can fix just about anything with a giant sticking plaster or an old 
hole-ridden pair of socks. First appearances would have you believe him to be an older, 
slightly world weary soul. Not one to use two words when he could just use one but 
beneath that brown coated, peak capped exterior lies a far more complex character. 
One time Brawny Bean rolling champion and secret Prank Master, Ralf often reveals a 
hidden side that helps our gang into or out of their adventures and crazy escapades.

Olive
Olive is another longstanding member of staff. No-one 
can quite remember how long she has been serving up 
in the canteen at Bash Street School. 

Olive is quite frankly the worst cook in the world. 
Her food may be eaten but it is never enjoyed.  
Her ingredients are questionable, her techniques 
industrial and the resultant meals liable to 
produce groans (and gas…). Olive is unaware 
of her deficiencies.  She thinks she’s flying 
the flag for Jamie Oliver and is on the waiting 
list to appear on Masterchef.



FURRY FRIENDS
The Yeti
Originally from Beanotown woods, the Yeti now works as the librarian in Beanotown library. He has a soft spot for JJ and a passion 
for hair products.

The Gnashersaurus Rex
A long lost relative of Gnasher, who appears periodically in the series. He is usually found hiding as an animatronic display 
in Beanotown museum

Clawdia
Clawdia, Walter’s pedigree pet cat, is vicious and scheming but has mastered the art of appearing the very 
essence of elegance.  Clawdia has a superiority complex, she demands to be fed good food on time and 
can be moody for days if this is not taken care of. 

Galahad
Dennis’ pet hamster Galahad once had a bit of a mind-swap with his owner and still retains a lot of 
Dennis’ rebellious personality.  



It is a town that is recognizable but where every 10 year old would want to go. The world maintains the quirkiness and 
background detail present in the comic environments; e.g. ‘for sale’ sign on a lamppost, eyes in a postbox, tenticle creeping 
out of an airvent, drainpipe being held on by a shoe lace etc. 

It is a very defined and confined space full of amenities;

• The Den
• Bash Street School
• Professor Von Screwtop’s top secret research lab
• Wilburcorp
• Town Square and High Street – cinema, library, museum, various shops
• Residential Street
• Park
• Woods
• River

The Den is the core location where Dennis and his friends meet up; where adventures either begin or are resolved in each 
episode. A lot of action takes place at school, in the town or at the lab but Dennis and his pals also venture further afield to 
the wierd and wonderful environments around Beanotown.

Beanotown,
where our characters live, is a real life market town with larger than life, 
heightened possibilities around every corner.
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BACKGROUND

GAGS

Readers of the Beano comic relish 
background gags and love to unpack the silliness 
in every panel. 
We’re bringing these gags to the new series in the form of 2D 
animation - in every episode we take time out of the story to 
engage with a variety of 2D characters, before transitioning 
back to plot. These consist of the Brain People (little people 
who live inside everyone’s heads), thought bubbles and 
flashbacks, and of course, Gnasher’s Fleas. 



MUSIC

Dennis and his mates all play an instrument, including 
Gnasher on the maracas! Together they are Dennis and 
the Dinmakers and are our series band. A skater pop rock 
layering throughout the series – The Vamps or 5 Seconds of 
Summer!  The band feature in lots of the stories and their 
music forms the base for our series soundtrack that will 
tonally set the musical vibe for the series as a whole.

Music is woven into the fabric of the series; it is part of the texture, the storytelling, almost a character in itself 
– a musical heart-beat! Music is used to aid storytelling through montage sequences, scene transitions, character 
signatures and repeated scene setting and action sequences. These music signatures will be consistent and recognisable 
throughout the series. 

We are working with Metropolis Studios and composer Rob Lord to create an original score per episode which will be 
recorded on live instrumentation. Rob is a London-based musician and composer who has toured and recorded for a number 
of groups playing keyboards and guitar for The Primitives, Dodgy, The Conells, Voice of the Beehive, and Grace. Rob 
composed the full score to Dinosapien, a children’s TV series which aired on CBBC and Discovery Kids.



STORIES



Raiders of the Lost Sweetie
When Dennis’ one and only super sour sweet, the Mouth Destroyer, gets confiscated, Dennis enlists the gang to help him find the way 
into the Headmaster’s legendary Confiscatorium.  Dennis is so determined to retrieve his sweet that his friends’ safety is on the line. 
But Dennis finally learns that friends are more important than sweets.  Even really, really sour sweets.

Griller Thriller
Grizzly Griller, Dennis’ ultimate hero, plans on trekking to the source of the river Beano, broadcasting the treacherous path on live TV. 
Dennis introduces him to his pet Galahad only to discover that hamsters are his biggest fear! Grizzly is so torn up that Dennis must 
disguise himself as his hero and go in his stead.

Edubot 4000
Walter is so dismayed by Mrs Creecher’s inability to discipline class 3C that he sets up a snap inspection in order to get her 
sacked.  But Dennis is on to Walter and he and the gang set about behaving impeccably in order to impress the inspector.  
Walter counters by trying to behave badly.  Neither succeed but it’s too late has Mrs Creecher has been replaced by the 
Edubot 4000 – a robot so impressive it can detect any misdemeanor at 20 paces.  How are Dennis and the gang going to 
outfox this dreadful droid and return Mrs Creecher to her rightful place?

Dare Dennis
A bungled attempt at a stunt leads to Dennis inadvertently doing something unbelievably skilful.  Turns out the 
stunt was caught on camera and soon Dennis is a Beanotown celebrity.  Alas fame is fleeting and Dennis is soon 
replaced by a kitten who can play the piano.  But Dennis is missing the limelight and stages an even more precarious 
stunt in order to gain back his fame.  When Gnasher is in danger Dennis realises there are things more important than 
fame!



The Night of the Living Veg
Mrs Creecher uses the school’s allotment to hold Class 3C’s ‘Biggest Veg’ competition. Determined to outshine Walter and his Dad’s 
top secret fertilizer, Dennis will do anything to grow the biggest veg. Little did he know that JJ’s Gran’s special elixir mixed with 
Walter’s V-V will transform their plants into giant living, walking, groaning veggies. They turn to Paul the Potato to lead the botani-
cal monsters to their death!

Escape From Azkabash
When Gran hurts her leg and can’t defend her reigning title in the Beanotown Bean Race it’s up to Dennis to keep the title in the 
family. But when Walter gets him a detention Dennis must use all his skills to escape in time to win the race and a year’s supply of 
beans! dfgdfg

Pie Spy
Pie Face steals Professor Von Screwtop’s Pastry-based, Intelligent, Espionage unit (P-I-E). After forming a strong bond with the pie-
shaped robot, Walter steals it from him to protect his Dad from the embarrassing footage the PIE’s memory chip holds.

Dinmaker Diva
Dennis and gang are suffering from dinner lady Olive’s completely inedible school dinners. In their mission to 
sabotage her, they discover a poster of her past career as a singer and, ‘light bulb’, they ask her to join their The 
Dinmakers. Hopefully, this will lead to her trading in a life in the kitchen for the limelight. Soon they realise Olive’s 
inner diva has been unleashed and now their mission is to get Olive back into the kitchen.



TALENT

Beano Studios
The Beano Studios is a new creative company that’s here to deliver multi-platform entertainment for kids; including new film and TV 
programmes, digital platforms, live theatrical experiences, consumer products and the much-loved comic and annual. At its heart, Beano 
Studios are building a digital network designed specifically for 7-10s – a safe trusted world full of cheekiness and energy where kids can 
be themselves, have fun and live in the moment.

Michael Elson - Executive Producer
Michael has been involved in the film and television industry since the late eighties. He started his career with digital film pioneers The 
Computer Film Company and has since held a multitude of roles in film and advertising post production companies, latterly as Chief 
Operating Officer at The Moving Picture Company (MPC). He built the company from a starting line-up of half a dozen to over 650 people 
in London, and opening additional studios in LA and Vancouver. Michael has just completed producing a feature documentary, Warriors, 
and prior to that acted as Co-Executive Producer on DREDD, a feature film comic book adaptation at DNA Films. 



Jellyfish - Animation Studio
Jellyfish Pictures are a BAFTA and EMMY award winning VFX and Animation Company. They have just completed a 52 episode animated 
series for NBC Sprout “Floogals” currently their highest rated show. They are working on a number of Film and TV projects including 
Wolfblood for CBBC, Rogue One - a Star Wars Story for Disney/Lucas Film, Black Mirror series two for Netflix. Other recent credits 
include Outlander series 2 for Starz, Kingsman: the Secret Service for Fox, You me and the Apocalypse for Working Title, NBC Universal 
and Sky.

Boris Hiestand - Director
For 18 years Boris Hiestand has worked in the film industry all over the world as an animator, character designer, storyboard artist, 
writer and director on numerous features, TV series, promos and commercials. His credits include the Harry Potter films, “Asterix 
And The Vikings”, Aardman’s “The Pirates” and “Arthur Christmas”, Sony Pictures’ “Hotel Transylvania” and “The Angry Birds 
Movie”, the Marvel/Disney film “Guardians Of The Galaxy” and the upcoming Warner Bros’ feature “Storks”.

Karina Stanford-Smith - Series Producer
Karina is an animation industry professional clocking up over 25 years of Producing and Developing on 
children’s animation series such as Tickety Toc, Florrie’s Dragons and Wissper. She has worked with 
companies such as Zodiak, Jim Henson, The Foundation and Wish Films on series for Nickelodeon, Disney, 
CH5/Milkshake and CBBC. 
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